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Dual-sport athlete Calvin
Austin III ready to show off his
'blazing speed' on the football
field
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University of Memphis wide receiver Calvin Austin III (84) seen here at an Aug. 14 practice, is putting his speed to use in both
track and football. (Patrick Lantrip/Daily Memphian)

Members of the University of Memphis track and field team gathered

Tuesday afternoon to run behind the Billy J. Murphy Athletic

Complex .

Fifty yards away Calvin Austin III caught footballs zinged from

a JUGS machine after trading his running shoes for pads and a helmet

this fall. This is why he’s at Memphis; they offered him an opportunity

to achieve his goals as a runner on the track and on the outside of Mike

Norvell’s offense.
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He's already accomplished goals in track, now it's time for him to tackle

football.

“We were lucky enough that he chose to come here because I think the

dynamic he provides for us is great,” track and field coach Kevin

Robinson said. “As he develops as a football player, I think he's going to

add that component as well. It’s a great move.”

Robinson began recruiting Austin when he was a junior at Harding

Academy. Being able to play football was a must for Austin, though, so

Robinson approached Norvell with a proposition: Let Austin walk-on

to both teams and split time between sprinting in relays and running

routes.

Norvell responded with a quick “we want him.”

“I'm just thankful that he gave me an opportunity and allowed me to do

both," Austin said, adding he realizes other coaches might not have

been as receptive to him playing both sports.

Austin was named all-American Athletic Conference in four different

events in 2018, then was named to the All-American second team in

the 4x100m relay in 2019. He’s set the U of M record in the 4x100m

relay since enrolling two years ago.

Robinson knows Austin has yet to tap into his full potential because

he’s only with the track and field team from January to May. A minor

leg injury even slowed him at one point.

“He's got an incredible amount of talent,” Robinson said. “He could be

a major, major player at the NCAA level at multiple events. It's just

hard to say exactly how good he could be because he's just not in that

mix day-in day-out, you know, so he's gifted, very gifted.”

The track success hasn’t carried over to the football field after Austin

redshirted in 2017 and only accounted for two receptions and one

carry last season. His one carry was an 83-yard touchdown in the
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Tigers 66-14 win over Mercer.

Memphis is searching for new playmakers after Tony

Pollard and Darrell Henderson left for the NFL. Austin hopes he can

give the receiving core a boost.

“I feel like I've been working hard,” Austin said. “I'm just ready for my

opportunity, and just ready to convert on it.”

Quarterback Brady White and Norvell have been impressed with

Austin in fall camp. At 5-foot-9, he’s a deep threat downfield because of

the speed that has made him successful in track events.

White thinks the Tigers have great depth surrounding Damonte

Coxie at wide receiver. He’s certain playmakers like Austin, who didn’t

see much of the field in 2018, could produce under Norvell.

“He’s a stud,” White said. “He's, he's blazing fast, but I mean, he's also

gotten stronger and his football abilities have continued to grow. He's

been more of a threat with us in this offense and getting in that

rotation more. … He’s got a lot of ability and so it's super cool to see a

guy like him come along and work as hard as he does being a dual-

sport guy.”

Robinson worked with Norvell and football strength coach Josh

Storms to develop strength training and speed development. Storms

had Austin lifting weights in the winter while track practice takes up

time in the spring.

“They've been great. They've worked with us really, really well,”

Robinson said of his football counterparts.

Austin considers himself a football player who runs track, and it’s time

to cross between the pylons like the finish line.

“I’m ready to run,” Austin said. “It just feels good. Walking out of the

locker room onto the field.”


